Clery Crime Alert – ARREST MADE

Aggravated Robbery, LSC-CyFair Campus

On December 14, 2017, between 12:30 - 12:45 pm, a LSC Student was approached by a male who asked to use the student’s phone. The student refused. The male then grabbed the phone from the student and attempted to drive off. The student, while attempting to get his phone back, held on to the car as it sped away. The student was punched several times by the male suspect before letting go. The assault was recorded on the victim’s dash camera.

LSC Police has arrested the suspect, identified as: Damon Lacour Wattell Jr.

Crime Prevention Tip: Although this suspect was apprehended, community members should always remain vigilant for this type of lure, where some stranger approaches asking for directions or to use your phone. Try to maintain a comfortable and safe space between you and the stranger, and if possible, move to a populated area. Be aware of your surroundings on and off campus.

The Lone Star College Police Department is a 24/7 full service state law enforcement agency. To report a crime or suspicious persons / activity, call the Lone Star College Police Department immediately at 281-290-5911.